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Let 0 be a Dedekind domain with quotient field F and let M be an 
c-lattice on an n-dimensional vector space V over F. Let G be any one of 
the linear congruence groups 
W,W; a>, %dM; a), GLdM; a) 
determined by an integral ideal c. I f  n 2 3, then every automorphism 
A of G can be uniquely expressed in exactly one of the forms 
A=PF,.@, or A=PzOYh 
where P, is a radial automorphism, @‘r is associated with certain semi- 
linear isomorphisms of V onto V and Y, is associated with certain semi- 
linear isomorphisms of V onto the dual space of V. 
For background and motivation see 0. T. O’Meara, The automorphisms 
of the linear groups over any integral domain, J. reine angew. Math. 223 
(1966), pp. 56100. The proof uses results on the characterization of trans- 
vections by 0. T. O’Meara (Group-theoretic characterization of trans- 
vections using CDC subgroups) and by H. Zassenhaus (Characterization 
of unipotent matrices). 
Much has been written about the automorphisms of the classical groups. 
The automorphisms of their congruence subgroups, however, received no 
attention until very recently. The reason for this is simple: involutions 
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have been the mainstay of the automorphism theory and congruence 
groups are notoriously short of involutions. Now new methods are avail- 
able which can be used on classical groups having few involutions or, 
indeed, none at all. So far these methods have been applied to certain 
orthogonal groups in [5] and [6], and to certain linear groups in [7] and 
IS]. The purpose of this paper is to use a result proved independently by 
two different involution-free methods by O’Meara in [7j and Zassenhaus 
in [S] to find the automorphisms of the linear congruence groups over 
Dedekind domains. 
Let o be a Dedekind domain with quotient field F and let M be an 
o-lattice on an n-dimensional vector space V over F. Let G be any one 
of the linear congruence groups 
TJLW; a), %,W; a), GLW; a) 
determined by an integral ideal a as in Section 2 below. The usual special 
automorphisms of linear groups can also be defined for G. They are the 
radial automorphisms Px, the @#-automorphisms associated with certain 
semi-linear isomorphisms g of V onto V, and the ‘I’,,-automorphisms 
associated with certain semi-linear isomorphisms h of V onto the dual 
space V’. Our main theorem is the following: if n 2 3, then every auto- 
morphism A of G can be uniquely expressed in exactly one of the forms 
In other words, the standard automorphism theorem holds for linear 
congruence groups over Dedekind domains. 
For background and motivation see [2], [4], [7] and [S]. 
1. AUTOMORPHISMS OF GROUPS THAT ARE FULL OF TRANSVECTIONS. 
V will be an n-dimensional vector space over a field F with n 2 3. Let 
V’ denote the dual space of I’, and let U” denote the annihilator in Y’ 
of a typical subspace U of V. All notations and definitions follow Sections 
lD, 4A and 4B of [4]. In particular look there for the definitions of 
GL,( V), SL,( V) and RL,,( V), and for information about transvections in 
general and the transvections z,,~. Recall that 
O&u) = gog- l Va E GL,( V) 
defines an automorphism @‘e of GL,(V) for any semi-linear isomorphism 
g of V onto V, and 
Yh(U) = h- ‘iih Vo E GL,(Q 
defines an automorphism Y,, of G&(V) for any semi-linear isomorphism 
h of V onto V’. We have 
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If G is any subgroup of G&(V) we say that Qe is on G if QgG = G, i.e. 
if @‘e induces an automorphism on G, i.e. if (@,]G) E Aut G. When this 
happens we shall use the same symbol CD, for its restriction @JG. Similarly 
with Y’,. We know that 
QD,, Y’, E Aut S&(V) and Q,, Y,, E Aut RL,(V). 
We shall need the residual spaces, fixed spaces and residual indices 
defined in Section 1 of [7]. Table 1 shows how the residual spaces, etc., 
of a typical cr in GL,(V) are related to those of @#(a), ii and Y,(o). In 
particular it shows that both 0, and Y,, make transvections correspond 
to transvections. 
TABLE 1 
residual fixed res space space 
u R P r 
ir PO R” r 
y/P h-‘PO h-‘R” r 
For the rest of Section 1 we let A be a subgroup of GL,(V) that is full 
of transvections. This means that for each hyperplane H in V and each 
line L contained in H there is at least one nontrivial transvection Q in A 
whose proper line is L and whose proper hyperplane is H. 
We let A denote a typical automorphism of A. 
We let C stand for centralizers in A. 
The next result has already been established in [7j and [8]. It is the basis 
of all that follows. 
1.1. THEOREM. For any hyperplane H of V and any line L contained in H, 
there is a nontrivial transvection c in A with proper line L and proper 
hyperplane H such that Aa is also a transvection. 
An automorphism A of A will be called a radial automorphism of A 
if there exists a homomorphism x of A into its center RL”(V) n A such 
that 
A(a) = )$T)*a VISEA. 
A radial automorphism therefore determines a unique such x, and we 
write the automorphism in the form 
P X’ 
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1.2. Suppose that Px,, Px,, Q#,, @)92 all belong to Aut A. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
1. P,, 0 Qg, = P,, 0 CD,, 
2. PX, = P,, and @‘el = a92 
3. x1 = x2 and g1 = rg, for some r E RL,(V). 
Proof. First we prove 1. * 3. Consider an arbitrary line L in V. Since 
A is full of transvections there is a nontrivial transvection r in A with 
proper line L. Then CI@~~(T) = B@,,,(r) holds for certain nonzero scalars 
cc and /?. But a,,(z) and Q>,,(r) are transvections. So cc = B. Hence 
a,,(r) = (P8*(r). Hence g,L = g,L. So g,g;‘L = L for all lines L in V. 
It then follows easily that g,g;’ E RL,,(V), i.e. g, = rg,. In particular 
@‘e, = Og2, so x1 = xz. The implications 3. * 2. * 1. are trivial. Q.E.D. 
1.3. Suppose that Px,, Px., Y,,,, Y,,, all belong to Aut A. Then the 
0 110 wing statements are equivalent : 
1. P,, 0 Yhl = P,, 0 YJh, 
2. P,, = PX2 and Yt,, = Yha 
3. x1 = x2 and hl = h,r for some r E RLJV). 
ProojI Proceeding as in the proof of 1.2 we find that h;‘H’ = h;‘H” 
holds for any hyperplane H in V, hence for any line Ho in V’. But a 
typical line in V’ has the form h,L with L a line in V. Hence h;‘h,L = L 
holds for all lines L in V. So h;‘hI E RL,(V). Q.E.D. 
1.4. Suppose that Pz,, Px,, CD’S, Y’h all belong to Aut A. Then 
P z, 0 @p, z p,, 0 Yh. 
Proof. Fix a line L in V. Since n 2 3 there are at least two hyperplanes 
in V which contain L, hence there is a hyperplane H which contains L 
and satisfies h-‘Ho # gL. Since A is full of transvections there is a non- 
trivial transvection r in A with proper line L and proper hyperplane H. 
The equation P,, O QB = Pxz O Y,, would lead to h-‘Ho = gL. Q.E.D. 
We now let 9’ denote the set of lines in V and we let &’ denote the set 
of hyperplanes. Since n 2 3 we have 9’ n .%’ = @. 
For any L E 49 and HE &’ which satisfy L c H we define F(L, H) as 
the set of transvections in SL,(V) with proper line L and proper hyper- 
plane H. So F(L, H) is a subgroup of SL,(V) which consists entirely of 
transvections. 
For any L E Y we define F(L) as the set of transvections in SL,( V) 
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with proper line L. For any HE &’ we define y(H) as the set of trans- 
vections in SL,(V) with proper hyperplane H. So r(X) is defined for 
any X in 9 u % and it is a subgroup of SL,( V) that consists entirely of 
transvections. 
For any L E 9’ and HE &’ which satisfy L c H we define the subgroup 
9(L,H) = RL,(V)+(L,H)nA 
of A. For any X E 9 U .% define the subgroup 
9(X) = RL,(v)-f(X) n A. 
Using the fact that A is full of transvections and the fact that ten A = 
RL,( V) n A we find that 
.F(x)c2qY)ox= Y, 
m n my) s cenAoXcY or YcX. 
1 S. If o is a nontrivial transvection in A with proper line L and proper 
hyperplane H, then CC(o) = 9(L, H). 
Proof. The inclusion Y(L, H) E CC(a) can be proved using the 
argument given in the first part of the proof of 1.15 of [4]. The inclusion 
CC(o) c 9(L, H) is a consequence of 3.4 of [7]. Q.E.D. 
1.6 Let Q be an isomorphism of A into CL,(V) such that @(9(L)) c 
RLJV). Y(L) holds for all lines L in V. Then there is a homomorphism x 
of A into RL,(V) such that 
CD(u) = x(o) * u QoEA. 
Proof. Consider a typical tr in A. Let L be an arbitrary line in V. Since 
A is full of transvections we can pick a nontrivial z in Y(L) n A. Then 
r E 9(L), so a(r) = tltL for some tL. in Y(L) and some nonzero CI in F. 
Note that tL. # 1, since r $ ten A. Hence 
cp(anJ-‘) = (cDu)(aw)(akT)- l = Clf(@,)L 
where z~oojL is a nontrivial transvection with proper line (@a)L. But 
unT-l E 9qoL), so 
qom - ‘) = j?T,L 
for some nonzero /? in F and some transvection raL with proper line oL. 
Then a~~@,)~ = &,. Hence Q = 8. Hence rtOajL = T,,~ Hence (Qo)L = oL 
holds for all lines L in V. So o-‘(@a) E RL,(V). In other words, there is 
a mapping x of A into RL,(V) such that @(a) = x(a)-a for all cr in A. 
Since @ is an isomorphism, x is a homomorphism. Q.E.D. 
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1.7. THEOREM. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over an arbitrary 
field F with n 2 3. Let A be a subgroup of GL,(V) that is full of trans- 
vections, and let A be an automorphism of A. Then there is a homomorphism 
x of A into l&,(V) such that A either has the form 
A(4 = x(4 *q?w VCSEA 
for some semi-linear isomorphism g of V onto V, or the form 
0) = xbJ)*Y,W QOEA 
for some semi-linear isomorphism h of V onto V’. 
Proof. (1) First let us show that if L E 9 and HE &? with L c H, then 
AF(L, H) = 9(L,, H,) for some L, E 9’ and H, E 2 with L1 c HI. 
In order to see this use 1.1 to pick a nontrivial transvection z in 9(L, H) 
such that AZ is a transvection. Let L, c H, denote the proper spaces ofAz. 
Then by 1.5 we obtain the desired 
AF(L, H) = ACC(T) = CC(Ar) = F(L,, H,). 
(2) Next let us show that each XE Y u &’ determines exactly one 
X’ E 9 u # such that AF(X) = 9(X’). Uniqueness is clear. We must 
prove existence. By step (l), for each u in 9(X) we can write Aa = cr,*r, 
for some unique scalar a, and some unique transvection rs in SL,(V). 
Since n 2 3, all the z, obtained as o runs through 9(X) constitute a 
group. Hence by 1.11 of [4] there is an X’ in 9’ t) &’ such that 
A9(X) c (9X’). Similarly with A-’ and X’. Hence A%(X) = 9(X’). 
(3) So X + X’ determines a mapping of Y u zZ’ into 9 U Z. It is 
easily verified that this mapping is bijective. Since 9(X) n F(Y) $ ten A 
if and only if X E Y or Y E X, we have 
(XEYorYEX)o(X’EY’orY’cX’). 
(4) Let us show that either (i) 9’ = Y and 2’ = 2, or (ii) 9’ = &’ 
and 2’ = 9. First suppose Lb E 49 for some L, E 9. Let K be any line 
in V. Pick a hyperplane H containing L,, and K. Then L,, t H, hence 
LO c H’ by step (3), hence H’ is a hyperplane, hence K’ c H’ by step (3), 
hence K’ is a line. So 9’ c _Ep. Similarly Z’ E %‘. Hence 9” = Y and 
&” = Z’. This proves (i). If Lb E &’ for some L, E 9 we obtain (ii) in a 
similar way. 
(5) First suppose 9” = 9 and %” = .#‘. Consider any HE .&‘. Then 
by step (3) we have 
LcH+L’cH’. 
The Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry then provides a semi- 
linear isomorphism g of V onto V such that gL’ = L for all L in 9’. We 
find that 
((I$ o Ay(L) E RL,(V)*Y(L) QLEY. 
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It then follows easily from 1.6 that there is a homomorphism x of A into 
RL,( V) such that A- l(o) = x(o) .@,Xu) for all c in A. 
(6) Now suppose 9’ = X and &” = 9. Proceeding as in step (5) 
we obtain a semi-linear isomorphism h of V onto V’ such that hL = L” 
for all L in 9, and find a homomorphism x of A into &C,,(V) such that 
h-‘(e) = x(o).Y,,(a) for all r~ in A. 
(7) The theorem is now proved for A-‘. Hence it is proved for A. 
Q.E.D. 
1.8. Remark. The preceding proofs are modifications of proofs given in 
Section 4 of [4]. The proofs given here are somewhat simpler and somewhat 
more general. They are needed before we can proceed with the auto- 
morphisms of the linear congruence groups over Dedekind domains. 
2. THE LINEAR CONGRUENCE GROUPS AND THEIR AUTOMORPHISMS. 
Now introduce the Dedekind domain o. Let F be the quotient field of o. 
As in Section 1, V is an n-dimensional vector space over F with n 2 3. 
Let M be an o-lattice on I’. For Dedekind ideal theory and lattice theory 
we follow Sections 21, 22 and 81 of [3]. In particular recall the definition 
of the coefficient c, of a nonzero vector x in Y = FM. It is the fractional 
ideal c, = {a E Flax EM} and it satisfies cs = M n Fx. A maximal 
vector of M is a vector in M whose coefficient is equal to o. Recall the 
integral linear groups GLJM), SL,(M) and TL,(M) from Section 1E of 
[4]. They are defined as follows: 
GL,(M) = {u E GL,(V)laM = M), 
SUM) = GLW) n SW), 
and TL,(M) is the group generated by all transvections z which fall in 
GL,(M), i.e. for which rM = M. For any nonzero x in V we have 
C .3x = CX Vo E GL,(M). 
Now let a be an integral ideal, i.e. a fractional ideal with respect to o 
that satisfies 0 c a E o. For any such a the linear congruence groups are 
defined in the following way: 
GL,(M; a) = {u E GL,(M)l(o- 1,)M s aM}, 
SL,(M; a) = GL,(M; a) n Z,(M), 
and TL,(M; a) is the group generated by all transvestions r which fall in 
GL,,(M; a). We find that 
TL,(M; a) c SL,(M; a) E GL,(M; a) 
are normal subgroups of GL,(M). We have 
GL,(M; o) = GL,(M), SL,(M; o) = SL,(M), TL,(M; o) = TL,(M). 
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If we consider any nontrivial transvection r in Z”(V) and express it in 
the usual form r = z,,~ with a E V and p E V’, we can verify that 
z E GL,(M; a)-=-(pM)a E aM -pM E UC,. 
In particular if we express M = arxr + . . . +a,~, in the usual way with 
Xl,. . ., x,, a base for V and a,,..., a,, fractional ideals, and if we let 
Pi,. * ., pn denote the dual base of x1,. . . , x,,, then for i # j 
zAxi, p, E GL,(M; a) -c+ J. E atria7 ‘. 
2.1. TL,(M; a) is full of transvections. 
Proof. Given a hyperplane H of V and a line L E H we must find a 
nontrivial transvection z in GL,(M; a) with proper line L and proper 
hyperplane H. By 81 : 3 of [3] we can express M = alxl + . . . +a,,~, with 
L = Fxr and H = Fx, + . . . +Fx,-,. Let pl,. . ., pn be the dual base of 
Xl,. . *, x,. Let 1 be a nonzero element of aala; ‘. Then r = rlX,, Pn does 
the job. Q.E.D. 
The following result can be extracted from [f], but we prefer to give a 
direct proof. 
2.2. Let x1 and y, be maximal vectors of M with xl = yl mod aM. 
Then there is a cp in TL,(M; a) such that qy, = xl. 
Proof. By 81:3 and 81:5 of [3] we can find a base for V in which M has 
the form M = oxi +0x, +a,x, + . . . with yl in DX~ +0x, +a,x,. It is 
easy to see that we can restrict our attention to this 3-dimensional lattice. 
Hence take n = 3. Replacing y1 by ~yr for a suitable r in TL3(M; a) 
allows us to assume that all coordinates of y, in {xl, x2, x3} are nonzero. 
so 
y, = (l+a,)xl+a,x,+a,x, (1) 
with 
al E a, a2 E a, a3 E aa (2) 
and 
1 +al, a2, a3 # 0 (3) 
Using 81:4 of [.3] to compute the coefficient of y, gives 
(1+a,)o+a20+a3a;1 = 0. (4) 
By the Strong Approximation Theorem there is a ;1 in a a; ’ such that 
(1 +a,)0 +(a2 + la,)o = o with a2 + La, # 0. Now zAX2, pf E TL,(M; a). 
Replace y1 by zAx2, Q~. In effect this gives us a new y1 which satisfies (l), 
(21, (3) and 
(1 +a,)o+a,o = 0 (4’) 
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Since u20 E a we can pick ,u E aa, with a,o +~a;’ = a and p # 0. So 
we have a E o and j3 E a;’ such that a,a+@ = ar. Pick p and q in 
aa such that 
(1 +a,)p+a,q = p-u3. 
Then r = rgX,, p, -rqxn, p2 is in TL,(M; a) and 
zy, = (1 +cc,)x, +a,x, +,px,. 
In effect this allows us to assume, after replacing y, by ry,, that yi satisfies 
(11, (2), (3), (4’) and 
cc,a+c13p = a1 (5) 
for some a in o and some j3 in a; ‘. 
Finally we put 
= = Ll, P2*tPXI. P3 E TL,(W, Q = r-,,,,, p, *T--,,~~, p, E TL3W; a>. 
By normality we have C 0 X-’ E TL3(M; a). By direct calculation we 
obtain X @ C-‘y, = xl. Q.E.D. 
2.3. Let G be a group with TL,,(M; a) E G s GL,(M; a). Then each o 
in G has the form CT = olo2. . . with res cri < n for i 2 1. 
Proof. We know from 81:5 of [3] that M contains at least one maximal 
vector, say the vector X. Since cr is in G it is in GL,(M; a). Therefore ox 
is a maximal vector of M and CLX = x mod aM. By 2.2 we have a cp in 
TL,(M; a) with cpax = X. Write CJ = cp-‘(qo). Express ‘p-l as a product 
of transvections in TL,(M; a) E G. Note that qa is an element of G with 
res (cpa) < n. Q.E.D. 
2.4. THEOREM. Let o be a Dedekind domain with quotient$eld F. Let M 
be an o-lattice on an n-dimensional vector space V over F with n 2 3. 
Let A be one of the congruence groups 
TL,(M; a) or SL,(M; a) or GL,(M; a) 
and let A be an automorphism of A. Then A can be expressed in exactly 
one sf the following two ways: either 
A = P, 0 $ 
for some radial automorphism PX of A and some @, on A; or 
A=P,0Y’, 
for some radial automorphism PX of A and some ‘Jr’, on A. The component 
automorphisms PX and BB (resp. Y,,) are unique. 
Proof. The group A is full of transvections by 2.1. So all the results of 
15 
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Section 1 apply to A. In particular, the uniqueness statements follow from 
1.2, 1.3 and 1.4. We must prove existence. 
(1) It follows from 1.7 that there is a homomorphism x of A into 
R&(V) such that A either has the form A(a) = x(a)*@,(o) or the form 
A(a) = x(a)*Y,(a), for all u in A. In the first instance put Q, = a,, in 
the second instance put Q, = ‘I’,,. We therefore have x and Qi such that 
(i) x is a homomorphism of A into &5,(V) 
(ii) Cp E Aut G&(Y) 
(iii) cP(SL,(V)) = X.“(V) 
(iv) res Q)(o) = res u for all Q in GL,( V) 
(v) A(o) = x(a)@(o) for all c in A. 
Observe that A-‘(a) = xl(a).@-‘(c) for all ts in A with x1 and Qp-l 
also satisfying conditions (i)-(v). 
(2) We shall now prove that @(A) = A. By considering A-’ instead of 
A we see that it is enough to deduce from properties (i)-(v) that @(A) E A. 
By (iii) and (iv) we see that it is enough to show that @(A) E GL,(M; a). 
To this end we consider a typical 0 in A. We must show that @(a) is in 
GL,(M; a). By 2.3 we can assume that res cr < n. Put 
x(u) = al”, O(c) = Z, 
with a E F. By (iv) we have res C < n. So there is a nonzero vector 
b in V with Z b = b. Let C~ be the coefficient of b in M. Now Aa is in A, 
hence in GL,(M; a), hence 
(aI2 - l,)(c,b) E aM, 
hence (a- l)c,b -c ac,b, hence a- 1 E a. In particular a E o. Considering 
u- ’ instead of u for a moment gives a-l E o. Hence a is a unit of o that 
satisfies a- 1 E a. So x(u) = al, is in GL,(M; a). But Au is in GL,(M; a). 
Hence Z = @(a) is in GL,(M; a), as required. 
(3) Since @(A) = A we can replace x by a new homomorphism x of A 
into RLJV) such that A(u) = X(@(U))*@(U) holds for all u in A. The 
mapping u + x(u)*u defines a homomorphism of A into GLJV). The 
equation A(u) = x(@(u)).@(u) shows that this homomorphism is actually 
an automorphism of A. Hence it is a radial automorphism Px of A. 
Clearly 
A = P, o (@IA). 
In other words, we have found a radial automorphism Px of A, and a 
me or a Y, on A, such that. 
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